EDUCATION – necessary?
To answer Herman's guestion, i have the following reasoning;
I think parents should continue investing on their childrens education.Education is a
process of training and instructing especially children and young people in school designed to
give knowledge and to develop personal skills which is the most vital.This will never be
useless for deaths are never certain and must not be taken into consideration.these advantages
can be for the child, parents and for the country in paricular and for the world in general.
Education can help fit a child well in the society.
Education helps a child to become self employed if not employed by someone ealse for
pays.This helps to reduce the rate of unemployment in an economy.
Education gives personal interest like wisdom which will help a child gain from the
environment in which he lives.
Education are parents responsibilities and in doing so they prepare the children to take over
them in a responsible way after death in managing the family's belongings in a better way.
This explains why a great business man and a senator will always wants their first sons do
study business and politics so as to continue in their absences respectively. The same is true
for other fields of work.
And lastly, educating children is also the education of a nation in particular and the world
in general.this promote economic growth world widely.
If any modification show up.
Heartful greeting
Nelson
Open question to all.It doesn't concerned the topics.
"Education is the great engine of personal development.It's through education that the
daughter of a peasant can become a doctor;that the son of a mind worker can become the head
of mind,that the child of a farm workers can become the president of a great nation.
After many years of studies,after many accumulation of certificate and degrees,some end up
jobless,other prematually lost their lives after huge investments for their studies.Would the
students and their families been better off if they had invested somewhere else?
your point of view is fundamental and counts very much. Thank you for your participation.
Signed Djomo Herman.

